Institutional website newly revised

by Ben Agocs
Copy Editor

The world will see Marist College in a fresh perspective by the end of this month as final revisions are made to the college’s new institutional website. The institutional page has been renovated three times within the past few years as technology has advanced. It will be introduced in early March, and it will replace the existing site at www.marist.edu, which has drawn criticism lately.

Tim Massie, chief college relations officer, said he is pleased with the new site.

“The first site was not graphically appealing,” he said. “Now, on this second site, there is too much information. On the new one there are only six broad categories that make it easier to use and understand.”

According to Barbara McMullen, acting director of academic computing, having a more user-friendly site is only one of the advantages.

“On this site, the aspect of the new site is that it caters to a broader audience,” she said. “The institutional page has to play to slower modems because we want those folks to come in and see what we have to offer.”

Academic Computing put the final touches on the site, but was not involved with the initial development.

According to Ann Winfield, director of enrollment communication, she first approached an independent designer to create the site in order to meet time constraints.

The designer created the first and second pages of the site, which were rejected because of a sudden change in focus. Winfield said she then approached academic computing to finish the site, after realizing it would be too expensive to continue with the designer.

Winfield said she is pleased with the product.

“The site is modern, clean, sophisticated and represents Marist in a much more positive way,” she said. “Visually, the pictures represent Marist of today. They show our students and our faculty interacting.”

Massie said revising the site was important because many people use its resources.

He said he receives between 30 and 50 electronic mailings per week as a result of the site.

“Most of them,” he said, “are from prospective students, alumni, reporters, and community people interested in Marist events.”

He said the changes will hopefully entice more people to look at Marist.

“To be a competitive site you don’t want people to get bored with it,” Massie said. “We want people to say, ‘Wow, this is really new, let me explore with a little bit.’”

Fashion design students earn recognition

Six Marist students accepted to fashion competition

by Christopher Thorne
Copy Editor

For six junior design students, the opportunity to display their work in front of respected professionals will soon become reality.

Jessica Hipolito, Melissa Graybill, Holly Munger, Jamie Frost, Krisenne Dreyer, and Paul Schnut submitted their application to represent Marist College in the Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA) Scholarship Competition for the 1996-97 academic year.

According to Elizabeth Csordas, director of the Fashion Design/Merchandising Program, the CFDA is a group of respected fashion design specialists.

“It’s an organization whose members are recognized professionals in the field, who have been recognized by their peers,” Csordas said.

This is the second year of the CFDA Scholarship Competition, which salutes excellence in student creativity and design ability. It is offered to a select number of invited university-level schools with credible fashion programs.

Csordas said the CFDA saw the presentation of the designs as the crucial element in this competition.

“Presentation is what they considered the most important,” Csordas said.

As for those students involved, Holly Munger said she is glad to be a part of this competition.

“It really is a great experience, something that I think would be helpful,” Munger said.

Krisenne Dreyer said a competition like this pushes students to perform their best.

“There are two aspects of this competition — one is being motivated, to get us to work harder to reach our full potential,” Dreyer said. “It made us want to do better because it is a competition.”

Csordas said the greatest importance of this competition is the recognition it brings.

“It’s great that they recognize the fashion design program, and that they recognize the talent of the students,” Csordas said.

The awards are granted to 10 full-time students in their junior year, based on merit after presenting a portfolio and a completed application. Last year’s amount of each scholarship was $3,000. The amount of each scholarship was $3,000.

Munger said it does not matter who wins. Taking part in the competition is enough.

“No matter who wins, the fact that the six of us get to compete with other schools is the important thing,” she said.

Dreyer said if even one of those students wins an award, the impact on the Marist design program will be huge.

“If one student wins from Marist, it will be a big deal for the Fashion Design Program,” Dreyer said.

According to Csordas, Marist’s participation in the CFDA competition is reward enough.

“While most pursuits for a speaker carry on until early spring, Molinari, a Republican congresswoman from New York’s 13th District, accepted the invitation late last semester.”

Tim Massie, Marist’s chief college relations officer, said many people have their eyes on Molinari as she rapidly climbs to the top of the political ladder.

“She’s a rising star, both in the Republican Party and in Congress,” Massie said. “She’s part of one of Washington’s power couples,” he added, alluding to her marriage to Rep. Bill Paxon (R-NY).

Student Government President Pat Mara said this year’s early invitation late last semester.

While most pursuits for a speaker carry on until early spring, Molinari, a Republican congresswoman from New York’s 13th District, accepted the invitation late last semester.

“This is the second year, of the competition. Molinari’s home town, said she did not immediately recognize Molinari’s name, but then realized who she was after Mara mentioned the Republican Convention.

“Many of those [students] who have come to Marist in recent years have another good choice because the college has not had a political speaker in many years. Sen. Alfonse D’Amato was one of the last political leaders to send off the senior class, back in the late 1980s.”

Chris Kadus, senior class president, said he did not immediately recognize Molinari’s name, but then realized who she was after Mara mentioned the Republican Convention.

“We haven’t had a woman speaker for some time,” Mara said.

Massei said Molinari also is a good choice because the college has not had a political speaker in many years. Sen. Alfonse D’Amato was one of the last political leaders to send off the senior class, back in the late 1980s.

Chris Kadus, senior class president, said he did not immediately recognize Molinari’s name, but then realized who she was after Mara mentioned the Republican Convention.

Susan Molinari will deliver Marist’s 51st commencement speech.

Molinari to speak at 51st commencement

by Davyl Richard
Copy Editor

U.S. Rep. Susan Molinari has agreed to give this year’s commencement address, putting an unusually early end to the search for a graduation speaker.

While most pursuits for a speaker carry on until early spring, Molinari, a Republican congresswoman from New York’s 13th District, accepted the invitation late last semester.

Tim Massie, Marist’s chief college relations officer, said many people have their eyes on Molinari as she rapidly climbs to the top of the political ladder.

“She’s a rising star, both in the Republican Party and in Congress,” Massie said. “She’s part of one of Washington’s power couples,” he added, alluding to her marriage to Rep. Bill Paxon (R-NY).

Student Government President Pat Mara said this year’s early invitation was largely the result of student collaboration.

Mara said the idea of pursuing Molinari first hit him last August while he was watching the Republican National Convention. Bob Doles chose Molinari to give the keynote speech during the convention.

While researching the possibility of bringing the congresswoman to Marist, Mara discovered that one senior had a personal connection to the student’s father is editor of the Staten Island Advance, Molinari’s hometown newspaper, and knows Molinari.

Mara then proposed the idea to the senior class officers and President Dennis Murray to get their feedback.
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The Circle conducted an unscientific poll on Feb. 2-Feb. 9. Two hundred fifty six students were asked this week’s question.

What quality is most important to you when pursuing a romantic relationship?

Appearance: 16
Intelligence: 5
Personality: 160
Sense of humor: 48
Other: 27

The Circle worked on page 4.
National & World News

Both parties continue to dispute Simpson's work.

SANTA MONICA, California (CNN) - The prosecution and defense worked through Monday evening to hash out differences that could delay the 12-person jury's decision on whether O.J. Simpson killed his ex-wife and her friend. The two sides were expected to present closing arguments Tuesday.

The defense is expected to present its final witness, and the prosecution is expected to show taped testimony from a witness who has agreed to testify after<br/>

The defense contends that Simpson, 36, was not present when the killings took place, and was instead playing football with his children. The prosecution contends that he was present and that he killed his ex-wife, Nicole Brown, 30, and her friend, Ronald Goldman, 28, in the early hours of June 13, 1994.

The jury has been deliberating since Wednesday. Appeals and preparations for possible retrials are weighing on the attorneys and the families of the victims.

Both sides are expected to present their final arguments Tuesday. The jury is expected to reach a verdict by the end of the week.

On Monday, the prosecution presented a videotaped statement by James H. Reynolds, a former detective from the Los Angeles Police Department, to support the theory that the killings were not murder. The prosecution's strategy is to discredit the defense's version of events.

Meanwhile, the defense is expected to present its final witness, R. Kelly, a former police officer who worked on the case as a detective. The defense's strategy is to cast doubt on the prosecution's evidence and to present new evidence that it claims exonerates Simpson.

Simpson's defense team is making a last-ditch effort to prevent the case from going to a vote. The defense is expected to present new witness testimony that it claims supports Simpson's alibi.

The prosecution's strategy is to discredit the defense's version of events and to present new evidence that it claims exonerates Simpson. The defense is expected to present new witness testimony that it claims supports Simpson's alibi. The jury is expected to reach a verdict by the end of the week.

Marist awards $25 million in punitive damages to Brown and Goldman families.

SANTA MONICA, California (CNN) - The jury reached a verdict Monday in the civil case brought by Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman, the same day that the 12-person jury's decision on whether O.J. Simpson killed his ex-wife and her friend. The two sides were expected to present closing arguments Tuesday.

The defense is expected to present its final witness, and the prosecution is expected to show taped testimony from a witness who has agreed to testify after<br/>
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The jury has been deliberating since Wednesday. Appeals and preparations for possible retrials are weighing on the attorneys and the families of the victims.

Both sides are expected to present their final arguments Tuesday. The jury is expected to reach a verdict by the end of the week.
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Community walks to raise money for American Heart Association

Love is in the air this Valentine’s Day

Moses portrays King as philosopher, community leader

Attitudes towards sex altered during college years for many students

Spring Surf ’n’ Shred Shares

Love is in the air this Valentine’s Day

Attitudes towards sex altered during college years for many students

Love in the air this Valentine’s Day is那么简单, and the students think about certain scenes.

There are only 12 schools that offer majors and minors in the field.

With our WAY LOW Spring Surf’n’Ski fares, we think you’re blowing your book money.

"I wouldn’t have wanted to read their material if the way they thought about it were the logical way! to look at the concepts.

Casual sex prompted by college life.

"The Fashion Group International has now invited Mavis to speak at commencement, which I think is very important for American Heart Association.

Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance. Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance. Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance. Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance. Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance. Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance. Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance. Although spring is not yet in full swing, many people are preoccupied with thoughts of love and romance.
Students discover a new world on line

by KELLY BABB
Staff Writer

As Marist College e-mail and the internet are new discoveries for many students, everyone is excited about the possibilities of communication. But, for others, it can become an obsession.

Most students learn about the internet and e-mail through their Introduction to Computers course.

Students learn basic fundamentals that include how to use the Marist network, how to get on line, how to get off line, and outside of the classroom, though, when most students page out and find out what is going on at home. They also use the internet to find information for their brother, who is learning disabled.

"This is so much easier and quicker to keep in touch with friends from home, rather than calling them on the phone," said Carlene. "Sure, there's no way to e-mail, and you can't touch, or look at anything."

Carlene also uses e-mail to subscribe to a literary discussions group for her class, through the college's Arthurian Literature.

"Sometimes I get 30 to 40 e-mail messages for the discussion group a day, and it helps me so much to stay on top of the homework and find out what is going on at home. She added that she also uses the internet to find information for her brother, who is learning disabled.
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For love or for money?

Valentine's Day is typically a day of romance for those who are dating and a day of meaning for those who are not. It is a day that I firmly agree with in concept, but a holiday that I feel has recently gotten out of control. Valentine's Day has gone from a day that celebrated all that is romantic to one that celebrates love and marriage at the expense of the holiday's true meaning. Advertising companies have capitalized on the love and working on their relationships to celebrate the holiday, they are now encouraged to put a price tag on their love and romance. It is more apparent than ever around Valentine's Day that the materialism of our society is creatively woven in to the Valentine's Day holiday. In our society, it is becoming increasingly difficult to tell the difference between love and money. Signs in stores around this holiday seem to imply love can be measured by how much money one person spends on another. It is encouraging to put a price tag on their love and romance.

The Circle

reserves

Please include your name and class year.

ATTENTION ALL CLUBS!

The Circle will feature a club billboard this semester to keep you posted of club events.

If you would like to announce a meeting, event, or activity, please Email the information to 312 AL. All club information is welcomed and encouraged to participate in this medium of advertising for your club.

All items should be submitted by the Monday before the issue will come out.

Letters to the Editor may be sent to The Circle via E-Mail at HZAL, or dropped in campus mail addressed to The Circle, Main College, 120 North Street, Poughkeepsie, NY 12602.
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SGA NEWS

SGA Spotlight

Name: Todd F. Stallkamp
Year: Senior
Hometown: Queens, NY
Favorite Movie: Star Wars
Favorite Food: Bacon deluxe cheeseburger from the Palace

He did admit that the biggest challenge for this position is trying to "serve the students fair and just when confronted with problems." Todd's accomplishments as VP includes the changing of the Phi Delta Epsilon, a Medical Fraternity, and the Society of Professional Journalists. Currently, Todd is working to change the Student Government Association to be more transparent and open to students. He feels that his experience working with the VP for Club Affairs, Todd decided to apply for the position with the VP for Club Affairs, with the role of vice president for club affairs for the Student Government Association.

James R. Stallkamp, B.S.

Williamette University

\[\text{SGA Spotlight} \]

\[\text{Name: Todd F. Stallkamp} \]
\[\text{Year: Senior} \]
\[\text{Hometown: Queens, NY} \]
\[\text{Favorite Movie: Star Wars} \]
\[\text{Favorite Food: Bacon deluxe cheeseburger from the Palace} \]

\[\text{He did admit that the biggest challenge for this position is trying to "serve the students fair and just when confronted with problems." Todd's accomplishments as VP} \]
\[\text{includes the changing of the Phi Delta Epsilon, a Medical Fraternity, and the Society of Professional Journalists. Currently, Todd is working to change the Student Government Association to be more transparent and open to students. He feels that his experience working with the VP for Club Affairs, Todd decided to apply for the position with the VP for Club Affairs, with the role of vice president for club affairs for the Student Government Association.} \]

\[\text{James R. Stallkamp, B.S.} \]
\[\text{Williamette University} \]
Some Valentine's love tips from the Video Guy

by Jim Dziezynski Staff Writer

Valentine's Day is upon us. Love is in the air and the season for dating is right around the corner. That is why, for the uninitiated, I shall attempt to provide a guide to the love scene on this fateful evening.

The feast of Valentine's day originated in Rome, where the ancient Romans celebrated the fertility of love and marriage. The celebration was called "Luperciilia" as described by Roman author Ovid. The legend of Valentine's day is comprised of the myth of Cupid, the child of love, who in reality caused the person not in love, to fall in love with her/his lover. If that isn't true love, I don't know what is!

The story goes that a girl dating a boy, who had an arrow in the butt, could have her love, as her boy friend does not punch all her missing limbs.

Don't date a monkey with odor, who smells like Super Princess Toadstool from Super Mario Bros.

For those of you lucky enough to have secured a Valentine date, such as myself, that is why, for the second time in my life, I have to write a column on video games! In fact, if I sit somewhere other than the sixth row of a movie theater, I do not see the perfect image point. I just see a maniacally edited movie.

Let's say, intentionally or otherwise, your Valentine's day is the holiday where you let that "special someone" know how much you really like him/her.

Then, you can have the "giddy" feeling of having the person you love, so where better to get the "love-bug" out of all the romance of the dating scene than from your own trusted Video Guy涫?

The love song of some vintage, whose cars are so obvious it actually dominates the glow of police lights and soothed by the lovebirds, go to the birthday of Dennis Rodman for those who are also without a Valentine date, such as myself.

Some of you with last week's paper or bad may have noticed Jerome Pickford, featured in the spotlight section, described himself as being "very single." La…, and I say sono? What you may also know is that there are other people in the newspaper who are also without a Valentine, such as myself. That is why the following tips have been concocted for both, those who are lucky, and those who are not.

These are a few of my least favorite things:­

1) Skinny dipping in the icy Hudson. It is not a very important moment in the history of Hudson, a pretty romantic fellow in his own mind. O.K., pool, go all. And girls, stop people in the bar asking for "very single" girls.

2) The use of the couch!­

3) "I'm with stupid T-shirts!" for people who are also without a Valentine date.

Nowadays, Valentine's day is the holiday where you let that "special someone" know how much you really like him/her. Then, you can have the "giddy" feeling of having the person you love, so where better to get the "love-bug" out of all the romance of the dating scene than from your own trusted Video Guy涫?

So, let's say, intentionally or otherwise, you love your Valentine, as much as Cupid, the child of love, who in reality caused the person not in love, to fall in love with her/his lover. If that isn't true love, I don't know what is!

If only they put "choosy," on the last date I had was with Princess Toadstool from Super Mario Bros.

Remember, you can always thank me later for the great tips. For those of you who have not had a date in a while, do not be discouraged. It could be worse. For those who have not seen a movie in a while, go out to see a movie in a while. That's it! That's all there is to it. Anything you want to ask your Valentine's day love? Do you want to ask me? Do you want to ask me? Do you want to ask me?

Some of you with last week's paper or bad may have noticed Jerome Pickford, featured in the spotlight section, described himself as being "very single." La…, and I say sono? What you may also know is that there are other people in the newspaper who are also without a Valentine, such as myself. That is why the following tips have been concocted for both, those who are lucky, and those who are not.

These are a few of my least favorite things:

1) Skinny dipping in the icy Hudson. It is not a very important moment in the history of Hudson, a pretty romantic fellow in his own mind. O.K., pool, go all. And girls, stop people in the bar asking for "very single" girls.

2) The use of the couch!­

3) "I'm with stupid T-shirts!" for people who are also without a Valentine date.

Nowadays, Valentine's day is the holiday where you let that "special someone" know how much you really like him/her. Then, you can have the "giddy" feeling of having the person you love, so where better to get the "love-bug" out of all the romance of the dating scene than from your own trusted Video Guy涫?

So, let's say, intentionally or otherwise, you love your Valentine, as much as Cupid, the child of love, who in reality caused the person not in love, to fall in love with her/his lover. If that isn't true love, I don't know what is!

If only they put "choosy," on the last date I had was with Princess Toadstool from Super Mario Bros.

Remember, you can always thank me later for the great tips. For those of you who have not had a date in a while, do not be discouraged. It could be worse. For those who have not seen a movie in a while, go out to see a movie in a while. That's it! That's all there is to it. Anything you want to ask your Valentine's day love? Do you want to ask me? Do you want to ask me? Do you want to ask me?
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Women look for revenge at MAAC championships

Sports With Smitty

Chris Smith is the Circle's Sports Editor.

The Red Flash of St. Francis. women's basketball team will play on Saturday's game in the MAAC championships. The game will be played on Thursday, February 13th.

The Marist program is in its third season in the MAAC, and starting strong will be the MAAC championships for the first time. It will be the first time that the Marist has hosted any kind of championships since they hosted the Metro-Politan Collegiate Swimming and Diving championships from 1991 to 1993.

Sports Director Melissa Belonda also said the season is ready for the MAAC championships.

"The whole year is in preparation for the MAAC championships," she said. "May 17 will be the start of one of the most consistent months that we have in the history of Marist swimming and diving." At the end of the year bass fishing will begin, followed by the fall season, and the MAAC championships are the start of the new year.

Chris Smith is the Circle's senior sports columnist.

Hockey

by Donna Down Staff Writer

The 2003-04 season of the women's hockey team continued for the Red Foxes last Wednesday night. A tough, 64-55 loss to St. Francis (Pa.) ended the Marist season in the MAAC championships.

Five point swing hurts men's basketball vs. Red Flash

Rob McCarver Staff Writer

A tough, 64-55 loss to St. Francis (Pa.) on Thursday, February 13th.

The Red Foxes next and last home game of the season will be against Rider on February 27th.

Runners dispensed with facilities; performances not affected at Colgate

The Red Foxes will return home after a two game road trip on February 17th to face Rider.

W. Swim ...

continued from page 16

Meet Head Coach Bill Jelalian's new recruits, the five male swimmers that will keep the pool as busy as ever.

The women are not the only ones that are excited about the new recruits. The men's swim team is also excited about the new faces.

The Red Foxes are hoping to have a successful season in the pool, and the new recruits will certainly play a role in that.

I am confident that the Marist student-athletes will do their best to dispense with the facilities.

The Red Foxes are looking forward to a successful season in the pool, and the new recruits will certainly be a key part of that.
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Men swimmers prepare to rewrite record books

by PHILIP WHITE
Staff Writer

This Thursday could be a nostalgic moment in Marist history. The men's swimming and diving team is hosting the 1997 Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference championship meet. If the Red Foxes win, it will be the second time in any sport that Marist will win conference championships in a row.

Coach Larry Van Wagner has kept the Red Foxes in shape by giving them shorter work outs and longer periods of recovery. Van Wagner has been using this technique, tapering, for the past 18 seasons that he has coached here at Marist. Besides the physical training, Van Wagner has provided mental training for the Red Foxes. This involves setting goals for both the team and the individual swimmers and divers.

"I have trained my swimmers to set goals for both the team and for themselves," Van Wagner said. "These personal goals must be attainable, realistic and said. "These personal goals must be positive."

The men's swimming and diving practices we have gone this meet, especially with all the focus on the championship meet. If the Red Foxes are to reign victorious in the 400 yard I.M., 200 yard freestyle and the 100 yard breast, finally. On the third day, Marist is projected to score high in the 1650 yard freestyle, 200 yard back and the 3 meter dive. Van Wagner and his swimmers and divers feel very optimistic about the events and the championship.

This meet will be more competitive than last year. Therefore, we will have to step up and focus in order for us to win," Breen said.

The team that will compete with Marist are Canisius, Hofstra, Rider, Siena, St. Peter's. If Marist wins the championship, they will also win the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference basketball team to win three conference championships in a row. Also, this will mean a lot to the players and Van Wagner.

"We've been tapering down for the 100th win," Van Wagner said, "If we win it this will mean a lot to the team, program and the school."

Dengler breaks school rebounding mark; now at 861

by CHRIS JETTE
Staff Writer

Maybe a record-breaking feat is the last thing you would think about a basketball game. On a night when senior center Stacey Dengler broke the women's basketball school's rebounding record, the Red Foxes defeated the Robert Morris Colonials by a score of 91-71.

According to head coach Ken Babineau, the Red Foxes made some adjustments from their prior loss.

"We didn't want to press them this time. They have the quickest guards in the conference. We had to play a lot more zone," Babineau said.

Van Wagner has found a way to help the Red Foxes deal with the pressure that they are encountering. The way to compromise this pressure is through control of the swimmers emotions and muscles.

In addition, to training the Red Foxes, Van Wagner is training himself. Van Wagner says that if he is trying to maintain practical goals. Also, he says that he will be satisfied if Marist achieves its goals. Van Wagner advises that in order for the Red Foxes to be successful they must swim well, especially on the first day. Some of the events on that day that Marist will have difficulty in are the 200 meter relay and the 50 yard freestyle.

"I will be satisfied, even if Rider wins, as long we make Rider swim to the last event of the last day," Van Wagner said.

Despite the projection that the Red Foxes are supposed to lose to Rider, Marist shows a feeling of readiness for Rider and the championship.

"We are projected to lose but that is as it is, because they have more swimmers in more events," freshman Gary Barrett said.

However, this does not seem to affect Marist. The reason for the Red Foxes confidence is that the Red Foxes do not have a single defeat this season. Marist had to hit the ice in Happy Valley, PA. However, Frank Barrett tied the score to 1-1. After this, the lead was taken back and forth, giving Marist a 1-1 loss.

Penn State to tie the game at 3-4. The second period was the most competitive teams like Rider and Marist are expected to be. The outlook was not as bright on the third day, as the Red Foxes faced the Rider and St. Peter's. If Marist wins this meet, it will mean a lot to the players and Van Wagner.

"We've been tapering down for the 100th win," Van Wagner said, "If we win it this will mean a lot to the team, program and the school."
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